CRYPTOCURRENCIES

In the world of crypto
trading, it’s better to
be smart than fast
By Peggy Sullivan, Chief of Staff at Vela,
and Dave Weisberger, CEO of CoinRoutes.

In an industry as technology-centric as crypto trading, it’s somewhat ironic that
speed might be less important than many people might think.
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In the world of crypto trading, it’s better to be smart than fast
instance such as when markets gap
and a firm hasn’t been able to get out
of a trade quickly enough. But as long
your systems are fast, you can usually
square up before getting hurt badly.
For high volume markets where
the tick size-to-asset price ratio is
generally much smaller, this strategy
can work well. But for crypto assets,
Figure 1: Example of Bitcoin bid/ask prices over a 24-hour period

there will not be enough pennies to
make it worth the while and the risk
of getting run over is much higher
due to market dynamics such as
fragmented liquidity.
A second big structural factor is physics.
Trading in crypto is unlike other markets
because the venues and the liquidity
are spread out across the entire planet.

CRYPTOCURRENCIES

You have markets trading in Asia that
are transacting the same assets with
markets on the east and west coast
Figure 2: Zoom in on shorter period showing spread of over $100 developing between the exchanges, due to
large opposite orders being executed on different exchanges.

of the United States, not to mention
multiple centres throughout Europe.

going to be possible to jump to the

HFT profits come from mean reversion

In such an environment, colocation will

front of a queue by altering a quote by

strategies. This kind of trading method

make little difference. What matters

an infinitesimally small fraction of the

has been compared to snatching

much more is having a centralised

asset price.

up pennies on the road in front of a

location for all the data to flow into.

steamroller. If you’re fast enough, you

This changes the entire approach when

Another way to think about this is to

should be able to do it consistently

it comes to trading system architecture.

consider how high-frequency trading

and over time make money. There is

The good news is that the many

(HFT) firms make their money. A lot of

always the risk of getting flattened, for

millions of dollars spent on colocation
in the equities and futures markets
don’t need to be spent for crypto.
While colocation is not critical or even
necessary it is worth noting there is
a growing interest for established
connectivity via a data centre. Costs
and scalability work well in the
cloud whereas the data centre has
the additional benefits of security.
Compliance is also a factor considered
by institutional market participants
that are subject to regulations.

THE GRAND BAZAAR
While crypto trading strategies may
not be based on the same principles
Trading in crypto can be compared to wandering into the Grand Bazaar in Istanbul
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In the world of crypto trading, it’s better to be smart than fast
vendor. You need to walk around and
talk to many of them or you run the
risk of paying way too much. Without
the equivalent of a Reg NMS, those
vendors in the bazaar can quote wildly
different prices and a would-be buyer
would never know.
But even if you sent an assistant out
to find out what all the vendors were
quoting from around the bazaar, that
still wouldn’t be good enough. To get
the best prices, you would need to give
your assistant instructions for how to
talk to each vendor and the instructions
would vary according to the vendor.
It’s the same for crypto trading. You
need to know not just where the best

CRYPTOCURRENCIES

You wouldn’t use a Ferrari if you wanted to haul lumber down a dirt road

prices are, but what are the best ways
to trade.

reversion doesn’t take place or doesn’t

of prices and allows any trading firm to

matter. In fact, on many individual

trade with knowledge of what prices

This need for smarter order routing is

exchanges, there is plenty of evidence

are available throughout the market.

much more acute in crypto than for

that shows that mean reversion occurs

For crypto, that puts the onus on a

other asset classes. For instance, in

all the time. As a result, for any firm

firm’s smart order routing technology

crypto trading, a lot of the liquidity

wanting to get the best prices, it needs

to try to achieve the same feat.

might be OTC. That could require a

to be aware of what’s happening on all
the available markets.

different approach than what’s needed
We’ve used the Ferrari and the

on one exchange or another.

steamroller analogies. We’ll now offer
Crypto trading does not have a

one last analogy: Trading in crypto

PRACTICAL MATTERS

regulatory requirement like the U.S.

can be compared to wandering into

Given the way that crypto liquidity is so

equity market does with Reg NMS,

the Grand Bazaar in Istanbul. It would

fragmented, what are the options for

which mandates a consolidated feed

never make sense to talk to just one

an institution looking to trade?

The many millions of dollars spent on colocation in the equities
and futures markets don’t need to be spent for crypto
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Capturing Capital Requirements

Trading in crypto is unlike other
markets because the venues and
the liquidity are spread out across
the entire planet

Gold-i’s Business Intelligence and Risk Management Tool
How has the Capital Requirements

departments within a brokerage, from

Directive impacted brokers?

dealing desks and risk managers to

Under Capital Requirements Directive

It enables you to have a complete

4 (Regulation 575/2013), brokers

overview of your trading operations

operating in the EU are legally required

and to manage your exposure

to capture specific data relating to

effectively across all asset classes. It

their trading operations. 730k brokers

also increases efficiency and reduces

need information about counterparty

the time spent sourcing data and

risk, credit risk and market risk;

compiling reports.

There are two basic approaches. The

the millions but depending on the

well-designed smart order routers even

whereas brokers with a 125k licence

first would be to establish accounts

business model and the end goal, it

more important.

need to know all their open trades and

Visual Edge provides a simple,

with the marketplaces you want to

could still make sense for them. But

client collateral.

automated way to gain insight into the

do business on and to build your own

for the majority of firms that simply

It is still early days, but what’s clear

infrastructure. The second would

see trading opportunities in this

already is that some of the larger

be to work through brokers who

space, the second option of working

institutions have identified these

already have smart order routing

through an agent will be the most

possibilities due to the global nature

and algorithmic trading available.

likely route.

of crypto trading. How fast crypto
markets evolve, and in what ways,

There is a third option, but it is still

metrics behind your trading operations,
Unlike with regulatory reporting,

with a clear dashboard which displays

you may not have to report the

information in real-time. We developed

required information. However, it is

it to help brokers to increase profitability

All brokers operating in the EU,

a requirement to capture and store

by optimising client trade flow and

whether they operate under a 125k

the information daily. If the regulator

deciding A-Book and B-Book strategies.

Tom Higgins

in development. Some firms are

MARKET EVOLUTION

is uncertain. This is a market that in

licence or a 730k licence, are no

requests it, brokers must be able to

It also enables brokers to reduce

looking at the possibility of creating

The market’s attraction may extend well

many ways is still in its infancy. But

doubt aware that under the Capital

demonstrate that they are correctly

potential losses by monitoring toxic

consortiums that would allow

beyond the typical crypto trader. As the

the possibilities are tantalising. Cross-

Requirements Regulation Directive

monitoring their capital requirements.

clients. Additionally, at the touch of

member firms to trade across multiple

market evolves, retail foreign exchange

border payments, globalisation of

4, they need to be capturing their

This creates a burden for brokers,

a button, it can now provide all the

platforms.

brokers may find it cost efficient to

assets, securitisation – one could make

Capital Requirements.

many of whom are still using time-

necessary Capital Requirements data.

be able to do crypto trading in size

a case for any of these being the Next

consuming spreadsheets to capture

It can consolidate information across

But whatever route a firm chooses,

to take advantage of fiat currency to

Big Thing in crypto trading.

However not all brokers are

the required data. The importance of

multiple servers. The data reports can

there are idiosyncrasies to the crypto

cryptocurrency pricing.

aware of how best to capture

capturing the correct data cannot be

be exported to excel or viewed in a

What one can say with certainty,

the information in an efficient,

underestimated. High-profile names

browser. For anyone wanting to capture

needs to consider. For example, due

For example, instead of trading dollars

however, is that critical mass has been

automated manner. In many cases,

from the FX industry and the wider

their Capital Requirements data in a

to the tick size factor, the depth of

for yen, a market participant could buy

reached. There is enough size and

tasks are still done manually - this

finance industry have been in the news

simple, cost-effective way, Visual Edge is

book for crypto is so much deeper

crypto assets in dollars and sell them in

momentum in the crypto world – in

not only results in hidden staff

recently for failing foul of the Capital

the ideal tool as it has so many benefits

than in other asset classes. If you go

yen. Depending on market conditions,

terms of the numbers of participants

costs but also in being totally

Requirements Directive - some had to

which impact a broker’s bottom line.

10 to 20 price levels down, you’ll

execution costs for fiat currency trades

and the volumes involved – that it’s

unprepared to comply with Capital

cease trading whilst others experienced

probably get 90% of the displayed

made via crypto assets could end up

now a question of when, rather than

Requirements Directive 5, which is

share price plunges because of

liquidity in an equity market. But

being significantly cheaper.

if, for developments such as those just

likely to be announced next year.

incorrectly classifying the risk weighting

Gold-i specialises in multi-asset

on part of their loan book.

liquidity management and

market that a smart order router

to get 90% of displayed liquidity in

described.
e-Forex talks to Tom Higgins, CEO

crypto, you might need more than

Given the size of the FX market, the

1,000 price levels. Your SOR needs to

scope such savings is large. It also

As crypto does evolve, speed could

of Gold-i, about the firm’s market

How can Visual Edge help with

software, helping brokers to make

be tailored accordingly.

means that firms operating in both

take on the same pivotal role that it

leading business intelligence and risk

Capital Requirements data?

more money, reduce risk and

advanced business intelligence

markets will have a better offering

does in major liquid markets. Who

management product, Visual Edge,

There may be some firms that want

for their clients. They will be able to

knows, maybe someday we’ll even find

and finds out more about how it

Gold-i has transformed its Visual Edge

further information,

to build their own infrastructure and

take advantage of more flows. This

ourselves talking in terms of picoseconds

provides brokers with a cost-effective,

risk management platform to deliver

visit www.gold-i.com

establish accounts with venues all

in turn potentially could expand the

and femtoseconds. But for the moment,

easy to use solution to meet Capital

a best-in-class business intelligence

or email sales@gold-i.com

over the world. The cost will run into

market ecosystem even further, making

it’s all about brains rather than brawn.

Requirements obligations.

tool. This can be leveraged by several
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finance teams and back office staff.
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